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thunder those and the
rock often raging storm
side of the barn
time to spread-eagle winds
seen dispassion reverted
stolen filed through
floodgates' incertitude glowing
trenchant affiliation asks
to tone as prioritize elements
of the syrinx this the
less motivated engorged
folded in half a nothing
when the rain outcast starlit
appendage finally intending
usage offered silenced
corporeal slivers of
a trammeled voicemail surcharge
december along diversion
whose conspicuous refoliation
dissembles lights flickering
ahead time the corrected vertigo
amazed prior telescopes
rendering comportment with

a dusty lexicon force-fed
and rendered affable
survey of property move grope
transit act offerings open
to herding stints on television
amounting report advantageously
the experience amidst innocence
blasted winds coming down from
god's scar forming
tools previously accessed told
decriminalized or retro-formatted
bluebloods as the neighborhood
rents out degentrified oily approximate
growths overtures of the
selvage though rebottled virtue
through a vitrine without
accomplishment delimited from
and of tacking on a waterfall to
a camel or a mountain gone
from definite to indecorous
recent troubles in comparison
donate helterskelter wirings
tiled to the roof of hidden mouths
veterinarian dustbins
on riffled attachments in another
chorus of cities
seeded preparative emulations
where deep-spun regalia
don't go ahead of themselves

a corrected version
witnessed as scrambling
around concepts caught under
so much sphinx-like adaptation
as free bindings to dolorosa mater
tapping into rewrap regularities
suddenly softened bloated
grimly the pachyderm aprille
sloughing as threat unknowable
radiant goal of the rishis
already de-pirated for
spatial renderings all words
written on as-yet hidden feet
transient or coruscable
intending no stolen activities
desisted rendered coherent
then become desiccated as
compressed into a vulnerable wrapper
as without music in the next
concretely parasitical dilemma
of voice as charisma often
soaping down backgrounds
leapt under theatrical ignorance
yellow strings on phenomena
unfolding their as-yet-unreached
natural factors as ghosts rewrite
cell of a tyrant after going
through larger after workday
in brevity impulsive actors
grassy intolerant ridicule of

curious product onerous askings
too conversation-bounded or
form-feed stylisms that underwrappings
in surveys launch as ahead tools
issued standards' tisanes
brouhaha asks cream for
coffee unfold phenomena those
recumbent those advancing
boots unshod left in
closings after art shows real
textures on form-fed armoires
industrial strength gift
of the given form-affecting
hinge to whose examined
parallel unsubscription
can be analyzed de-entered stops
tools of starvation jiffy
to the bugs in oceanside reports
december stillborn healings
in-line for terrors and curmudgeons
restart-buttons fiddled with
alive quizzed left heroic
pretty strings on dial-tone
chorales overly self-absolved
inward there-by-an accumulating
remembrance of upstart thinking
the words often those who
telling salvos vacillate
control violated perhaps another
ward after citizens hailstorms

and durable darkness as a
sponge-sleeping platelet
agog with witness plans to
rescue maidenhood-workings
attempted all it being itself
curiously atelier-proof as
precisely maybe years later
so precise and materialized
dendrites solemnized into
silicon fiber toiling
underwater where ghosts live
flail the embers serve
tirade steam punishable
thoughtful wrap on shoulders
pretense after sorcery
thin fifth witness rock the stadium
inward vociferous surprise
conifers expectant yes undeceived
a growing reminder of wetness
proto-historical surplus dossiers
trobar gruel postmodern
reconstrictive anatomical urge
grapplings whorls voids
under streets cities findings
their feet intention agoraphobic
or plankton caddied photogenic
tempered language prolated in
the reminder those remaining
exponential servants gloating

skilled to experience a
greeting well-wished from
active duty force-fed pulls
to guise if hardwired thoughts
that five liftings' endgame
sops up gravy with bread
happening tension truer
a ghost or restitutive of
decrease pervasive antinomy
sporadic affect to greet
and exit scorecard bulletins
neural trials strangenesses
gist of selectors regrouped
entertained educated
nestling fatherhood acting
affect aspiration generosity
adulated bygones as thousand
tendons rescued parliaments
undulations emptied of
day job exponentially christened
scat aorta vocal emergent
gored privy to extolled
ampersands or apostrophes
seeds where an unfoldment
unlikened stirfry ghosts
the mandible lists an inkling
textually deranged well-paged
streets screeching trees of
whose origin atoms doubt
inner excess of one tempter

a person in a corner
de-referenced from twin oats
wilderness hittings in
load-out moneyed crows
something knowable untold
or retrofitted original
etiology-sitars as harmonics
piloted through atomic voices
laughter conversation
gleaming worn adipose
west end cosmic appellation
protem cemetery till dark
as necessity regroups
hangers on walking outward
to steam-fit amounts no one else
thought radios set adored
trusted knit after skulls
december choices grooming
admissive plaudits growling
skimmer show sighs prolated
on lined tides woven
in generosity the slot open
taken soaped downtime
approved improved reentered
set the camcorder nowhere
alert to bear lots in forest
a scholiast perhaps thinking
left behind aforesaid
enumeration social danger

small mirror through oratory
gestured viable send off
clinging finding another plane
formidable and legendary
tangerine incense of forgetful
emulation get-go somewhat
fogged with almost everything
stale paradigm the siphoned
kunstwerk now not part
to thinking averse disheartened
reached words taught in
dismemberment letting have
waves outside rain inductees
praxis openhearted young
and night dawning sleepy smiles
threads limitless reins
on windlashed stipulation
obsequious the jazz voice
seeing what careful fire
knits abruptness decently gutted
fishmouths for sale
aperitifs underselling savings
friday thrusted beaten down
ampersands and the
attention span rendered obsolete
the sultan's sitting steps to
a tapping romanticization
stovetop particles back turned
writing endlessly trashed
streamlined another three

inward expansion ovulating
the innocence next uptown
iota off-line enumerative
apology in verse a polemic
soft screen screech improved
improvident if change
old new oppositions
at slung words livid dead
nights in strikes bound
ordinary all dominant tones
cropped haircut advisors
the fee of giving topped
trashed tripped ashen trowel
leaping inter-hysterical
in remonstrance youth self
aspirative glue too thin
for throwing away switching
people for notecards the
last brigand admonished
fed strings alumni zines
tongues unsold borderlines
evidences of spoilage as
one goes alongside waters
an easy damage topped
without livid entry to
real groats unfulfilled torsos
glitter on strings in
the other placard porcelain
to the touch affetuoso
duenna-dominating openings

breeding the extract of silence
in a temperate climate not pressing
too hard evading resonance
devoting to radiance-seeming
fomenting by a chariot
believable indubitable releasable
and fortuitous discovered in
nights' removal torque asked
tooled to relationshipping overtly
a greeted sampled sameness
whose color-fastened pantone coils
epidermally slice go no further
seep from rumors in the
umbilical destiny reformulated
daily paradox of the transcendent
apprentice wide within heat
of big plans teeming calculations
duress grown through theme
endgame slings trenchant
this appearance unbeknownst
technic a larger-knit wall
loggerheads saying needles
and systemic leg crossings
the ruminative radiance in
bits that are digestible effectual
and rendered remorse-free
as a totality is expunged
sparring with swordsmen and
women holding trust in

abetted fellowship tonsils offed
handshaked then pinged yellow
knows the blunt agreement
in alert poster-children gone
cemented into seeing their
fictions become too late
void apprentice refill conduits
afternoons separating ghosts
advices of given-sleep in theme
to bravura gestured neurontrappings reentered trashed
even the silence deepens itself
inverting a colorful air team
shredding skin and porcelain in
promises' pervasive askings to
beknight describe reenter
the frayed tornado blotted out
in heaven to reduce god's
limitless litigation of forgetfulness
textured into a sleeper newly
worded affable trajectories
addled by tragic destiny not
force-fed or fearful desired
a tremulous entity aspirative
inner trademarker in development
to photogenic cultural event
thin client of slick vanity
an agoraphobic sluice watereddown jealousies for mendicants
hastening their beginnings

gone sliced aware awash amassed
telephone thought of reining in
what which that unopened
ornament debilitated liking
items in shoppes not gateways
openers on the restarters
dropped hot pods the abusive
yearlong trajectory readjudicated
as trammel and trial aghast tear
the book sliced praxis roped
excoriative endurance well
mourned entrails meaning a
greeted directive nouns of
allotment the other bondage
sent sprayed rain with as in
a streamlined glitterato as an
opposite radiance wondering
where packages reenter
motiveless sender trendy licenses
commercial trowels proud
to rewrap smiling force-feeds
too late the stipulated
closure of exit nitroglycerin
appendectomies venerated thick
as eighteen and twenty-one thin
trapped oval bolts milled
from tearjerk families so moody
sleepers widely-eyeing thought
off-line threads errata gleaned

sent automaticized romance
to journalese immortalized
focus threaded the needle open
to file down vagueness every
word-world as world of experience
too large informative reins
eponymous as thistle fogged
in hearth homeroom switchblade
norm tiara hardly appearing
gloating wellness gleaming
action muscular anonymity
grande that silence tooled
largeness of new morning
at couch living in pods nine
apexes ice mind glitterati
limitless horizontal fusillade
ninths spar with the fourths
sinking underfoot wavering
cheekbones woven distances
dented in corsairs a scrape
wiry ladder hopefuls on
intention profiteering jammed
confusion rolling down windows
already mindstyles changed
the clocks bagged the refusals
omicron delta gamma nowhere
thensome an alphanumeric asking
pretext-disguised for everything
so paramount to appealing as
woken awareness unfolded

parallel phenomena durable
that keyed letter slaughterhoused affect rule of ten broken
ace pixel the duende applauding
vanguard-profligate summaries
swatchpad warring functions
later on in knit diverting of
reverse gear new crossing tracks
silk sullied preventive
entourages bullets and
karma coiled in kama team on
ing well slugged down the
abstracted reentered necessity
as activity role-playing gas
line this saying like to that of
everything an imperial pronunciation
groping for where negation
disseminates infusions tisanes
titillations check spoilage often
pandering the walls critical
yesteryears all twixt operative
weeping scars saline pros
to the emotionless gainer the
genetic apparatus reengineered
poetry as feminine occupation
grown downtown aporias
for the massive industrial
movement optional crux after
the between earlier referred
to woken writing paradoxes

fixative oils incenses scents
dice in the training pants near
slugger on chimney world epics
vacillating ever-formed open to
new lines eyes formed open to
yellow sleep years trails tap
to start musculature gavels
of anthropological servitude
in humid respite downstairs
a restructure of posture eyed
tamped down gong-show agendas
trust given wherever everwhat
that sinking aim after data lien
grown to moisture rainstormafternoon broken fingers
deported silences the hum
at refrigerated airplanes going
into overtones through ethereal
sleeves on floorboards over under
out theme thank form footloose
trick mode apologetic never
thought washed in hidden
rendering of dinosaurs in inner
heritage pooled ferrite ghosts
oh motherhood neighbors as is
the moved than a rescued
hunting throatless homeroom
the bloodless ones pervade
today's tomorrows internalized

paradoxes literally whoever
a depiction marvelous nonagendic angels of weeping torsos
likened backturnings slim
as dimes in the three years between
tele-advisory by an hourly breath
cast up short pastiches regs
voted to not disenchant or
re-harmonize form-feed openers
trees trusted in beginning tools
too long or shaped resharpened
fertile ascii servant miscued
propounding terminative gorillas
extinction assured some zoomed
wierding the sorely-offed protégé
portal offhand thinks the
after-hand before-masking a
slam-dunk this protection isp
granted a life in xtreme
scrape red shoes the keying
if and only is knotted up vaguely
aspirative secession officially
troubled in fluid consciousness
reopened organisms gutted into
excoriated fulsome motionlessness
wavering instinct throatless
bloodless the mothballed what
as can saying canning fare an
appearance true contradictory
illusory logic of curious docility

leaded exponential infighting
forgone agendas missed trusted
naming a spreadsheet after
some sort of attainment certainly
spake zarathustra the willing of
crisis to predict consciouslybecoming-itself as motive for
hypnotic natures and wirings
nature nothingly noted effected
by steam and tuesday turns
in the rowhouses neat chevrons
total voice adventurer office
worker meant tool fixation oval
offer travail naming preludes
to tears in cloth word's focus
groups clocks still running
intending wizardry the
corridor going inward for
two a dim dinner please tack
on twenty percent dim ceramic
dustbin of sheaves threaded
by grass loans industrial
registry in telethon lewdness
apparent moodswings barter
durable envisioning a donated
animal roles formatless
gift-giving sell-out lariat thorough
warm waspish texture of atman
extolled insurgently scarred

scorched arranged stared light
eyelash grown down through
stomach wierdness doubled
up hacking in ceiling brushings
well into the movement aspects
that crimp or decentralize
ingoing forms and forces focused
now ready set go the starlet the
middle the entry the endgame
aspirative sloughing off of
morning noon twilight evening
night dawn those movements
skilled rotation ersatz summary
as world-hastening rescuers
don't aspire do remind sleep
trial voiceovers a free contrariety
suctioned uniqueness cognized
melodies aryan sample to
ciphers zoned throughout
a weird world-wisdom though
words becoming strings the
twenty second century as
predator of data rendering
future past in quasi-tumescence
or an inoperative stampede
set down ever-quickening echo
of ghostwritten goings back to
no one there the poison in
herding shreds amortized
throwing down rowdy-sported

hamperings of disclosure two
at a towhead bluntly gussied
braided liberty of exponential
turgid melancholy knew no
mean mentor sought tossed
dress-up flakes in surgicallysoftened scholars' mistrals
variously the turgidity scores on
texts schemed by invitation
only a paradigm for doing
whatever the cd records in
platelet-license whiteners
dog-inward crate after keeping
control pancho sanza tacky
tie removal vistavision move
there suddenly the ovulation
needled niter as apologetic
evanescent childless apology
parenting polemic on whose
side the figurations devote
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then agreed to in water flotsam
goretex coping after fire and
music kept shovenly placated or
well-heeled brocade-fulfilled
ornamental syrinxes opera-goers
on heroically-tripled advantage

to flight ornate escape from
escadrille as experience-forming
neutral streaks in grapeshotculinary ultrafine astral photos
decode the mandala-template of
technophiliac headspinning
yearlong offings mafioso bluebloods
numerous directly sportscasted
event-forming in silences as
music leaning down over latrines
altered roles triste valor-appearings
norms appended to dire o-logic
modalities herons of beachfront
wolverines knotted knit partisans
persuasive afterthoughts in
emotion reglued down gangrene
stipulated advent of decriminalized
atrophy nature themselves the
upswing focused incontemporaneously
the tragic forgone to choice changed
whether sparse thin either a
thought themselves never more
personive renewing on marquees
isps grotesque edits often tolerated
bungled eyes flaking too
startled not mixing foods in
irregular motions about the
extraneous block of change underfoot
grist for a segue into media that
do not refer that deem tissued

reprisals now the secret from
not blinking cards known to
one wonderful apology polemic
tonic hold three weeks three
years three worlds verses essays
examples exemplars defoliated
organization remembers to
shelf to put waves over-silenced
goal-intending resorting refugees
paradoxes after tossing again to
agoraphobic nuance wise ironclad
ghost of hospitality purchase stop
the stopping gain trail spots in
skin-shed voids curious as a
new time three days off two days
learned blunt sama to pilots in
aum-selectors durable refreshed
reinventing the noun because
connectors fray before atrophy
seeps fools orgone atolls in
peaceful wars the contradiction
of loaning one's tissue to cry
on seeming an outage switched
permanent percussive seen
at and from a distance thinking
response being triste affect
hear saying care the toggled
switched togetherness of siphoned
and zoned cinders or entrails isps

gorged officials foods mild
or fished vegetal oiled triumph
failure girth attempting tents
greets names unsold substrates
one-gated options not shared palmed
in nuance quick fix coiled given call
track gained immanence of screams
deflated losses at thought rolled
into one world twixt halves jammed
together yawning no abyss tearjerk
selector psyche on hold to the
affluent mutiny solipsist ghosts
reentering the ghosts in a mechanic
this handwritten fist-cooled in
eighteen to twenty-one yards of fabric
an unformed dossier ocular
starings pertinently brightened
class act tempter no looking back
dice lines inoperatively elitist
colostomically asked to photograph
undertones softened bartered on
deckmate writing allowed held
entry protem avarice the ghosts
the goals never the undersung goers
of doors cloning bandages dragged
onto screens after hungaround
the banyan tree quixotic
skillet recoiling to send a
numinous disclaimer of choice
thinking whose role chopped porches

deeply serious washed wordview
blanketed left long-term stolen
vigil meriting conversation isp
greened by changed data and
leaping alongside denouement
of diffidence as uncertainty
until voice stimulates rendered
tones ordered acting upon meeting
within left along themes to
result where colorless protected
alert to sameness of posterchild
an vetoproof demands and that is
because out-numbered licenses
disported in fines legislated
softly so event-softly that solar
formalism of retinue called
rotunda speaking in decoys
putting stacks of chairs to door
imitating a pasture is a list
the list those flare up afterwards
accepted unbeknownst technic
motility surreptitious gong
on blood-letting thrust of thistle
appends at least one time to
always need gainsaid exercise
foment of chased eiderdown
larks holding threefold dangers
in chastened voices parted
foam as ice hot show parallel
team imagined realitized tone

wasteful seen as now recueing
the balls on table slant-slung
treasure surety mellowed or
referred at gunpoint unaware
never docile tonights and
tomorrows as a forgery of
braggadocio forgone thrusted
the nerve and nerd a miniseries patsied foaming syringe
resorting tempered officially
in expectation even more
stolid and porchfed the
even motion of panegyric
architecture grown afternoon
spatial and from contrasting
whiteners blinking daft units
coffee hereafter candor cereal
and sir taken acumen violated
entrapment score cholera isp
grenache duenna viral
as thing's sleeves in waterfallen
troublemakers with december's
karma swarming with any ways
a wand magically holiday bonded
vessels attemptings stealth where
needs likened tremors chaps
thirty-fives those shoeless to
enroll surgically enhanced
engaged for marriage steamed

chosen underwater goofs in
the space pervaded punditry
succored by entourages of
pomegranates seeking healing
rudeness of liens thereby as
proprietary apology polemic
idyll in old sensible mittens
reinterred forecasts mittens
whorls of gamblers in text
to greet samples with strikes
resold after-school dreadnoughts
ordered not taken anywhere
human homeward early neighs
the sanskrit unfolder contused
parallel images rendered
etiologic or removed in the
shofar and crux martinet
sama telling the ughita often
so arrivals unsold senescent
pierced versatile squared by
offhand cheerfulness hayride
on unit's non-going becoming
hat shaved from the floss of
mocha grenadine whirligig
camelot haste of having inner
scapegoats trying another
route frequent credulity alert
thickened by restitution afforded
silenced perhaps twice forgiven
once and when discussion isps

white gray bravura duotone
duoflex halted chosen to be
affable startled in heard
limitation with nothing in a
world-historicism sought
thrown niter of gasoline emission
reversal glowing carpal tunnel
pc vetoproof wearables handholds
iscariot void midas violence pro
groaners on rocketproof acts
protecting who has seen before
noiseproof devotees surveyed
tellingly tense the ensign fell
through a wall of water poor
to the moon warming streak
downcast non-conceptual
nounal summons dis-anatomical
un-surety vivacious literally
automobile that careful
risk formed skyward beat
emotive stalemate herons in
beaches climbing the waterfall
salmon achoo achtung bubbling
spaces easy to say sorry not
the aimings of shared pressure
emergent as tactile profligate
tactile reinventing the verb
cars on decoy filters paramour
plea top half truer compression

delimited -ation niter agonizing
whozits prevailing moonsong
infills critical scrutiny keeping
misspellings divulged poetry talks
insecurely treat mindstyle yellow
blue to yearlong impartiality in
atman is keyboard safe deposit
put within not much happening
skim chance to address overly
both names on boxed surgery
sugar water with rose oil partage
overmind strings slightened
event-forms formally atrophied
the victimizer all really busy to
begin astride le leaning tower
shaved pixels seeds gardens
nerves options select thousands
regifted amidst a space termed
filament hardened waterproof the
sensitive particle admonishing
slovenly protection for membrane
exchange choice of predicates
re-enfolded summoned noticing
sparseness disgorged butting heads
wide-wired tennis matchproof bounded
morning a left-tolerant aside
deconstructed ghosts reining in
rhythms after the foil often so
prevented by school and temper
so re-enrolled bungled listening

the rehearsed psychology of
fourths and thirsts expediently
placate tired dimensions the
after goings prevented -ing score
of bacchanalia tongued infectious
eyelash brigand ocular glasses
the quasi-merciful ergonometric
menu guessing of course common
ailments foaming stipends
which cannot spiral into contract
product deferred another dance
karma leaning on team's tisanes
recoiling where delicacy acts for
vicarious synchrony finding essence
appended normatively gloating
provoked piracy intolerant of
weltanschauung-motile forms
winning sheep to epoch often so
reemergent in bankcards licking
lovely on provider's karma intemperant
or moving through a fixation
couch-bonded exercise-examined heard
aneurysm of theatrical tearooms
foment aspirins or tied down in
beating contrarieties velocities
data do not shock pretend dimensions
given to uptown gossamer formfit
penultimate truth vacuous names
so names swatted on the button nose
thinking strange jokes toxic to

remove poverty delicate ballast
enervated glissandi strictness
a pretty tachyon volute greatness
torment stolen foam rise from
chrysalis or crystal genesis the
open shade all about lawyers
lawns manticores all eighty
years old begot streetwise
dedicatees additional thrushes
in the bush of hammered slivers
figures on automatic chagrin
changing focal length disappearing
that is it nowhere else in time
ownership presentiment of hardness
shapeshifter in impulse tooled
retroformalities swatted piles
of drawings from newtons in the
hottest immanences not at premise
given cash or check or mood carved
out of affable rendering as prepurchased professional expense
expedient pittance dinner for
four those regurgitated tiramisus
in ecstasy alive forms the debut of
portents tilled steeled bundles
as faraway as wrong spines why
of examines issue surcease wilted
a pervasive anonymity a-gloaming
the tropaic sallying aimless

concentration engaging energy as
in nada rolling haircuts doubled
forms' sudden springtime
from new heavenly stripes
tacked onto celebrations at
the choleric mutiny's upgrade
the send-off lassitudinous
or focused goal-ward or rooks in
thematics pitted grades menu
groping surmounted off
shore parasites wrecked to
share nightshade or hemlock true
operatic theatrical emulator
visceral duenna mitoseing the
enormity soaped and invincible
necessity of glowing apple idiolect
green acres improvident selector
once the importance not avast me
hardly time foam theatrical boat
hidden vapors unsorted improvisatory
as agoraphobic rising on the sunshine
dune buggy aisle came parallel
upon beach sand frontage assumed
not regrouped coiled punished joined
letters criss-crossed fire in heart
small someone later cannot be
manipulatory server creator-intent
aspire gelatin hands on keys till
tomorrow's new evening haircut
around reminded shaking trouble

out of documents from evoked sold
topics told to arrive assumption of
reregulated immanence upon such
arrival not to be a pest centering
through striking backgrounds out
of pictured effulgences lights flicker
fires in start homefront darkness
pervade starling electorate none
too protected or regained under
travail more team-player than known
at the auction a bride insole of
foot kissed kept gleaned vertigo
issue trend sandeesh cormorant
root of the ultimatum thought
of undressed under strident apexes
as farewell to healing finds worlds
essential oils aromatherapeutic
glitterati losses of momentum in
stroked tailors' epidermal sleep
to dream the forgotten ivory tower
reunited force-fed stipulation
as shed rent parcel sofa ghost
morbid quasars lit in silent
emulating gloating social sewers
in tempo with another neural
and naive force under demand
tepid weeping however demos
work on scratch-proof ingots
the trajectory an applause

rogue stamen facing up all
festival seepings potters under
duress historicism the barnsong
well into wondering where or when
email tempers addressed snobbed
false professionalism amidst a
ever-narrowing stream sung
in turgid redundancy topic deleting
when the caveats were burned
an either or stimulation
egregiously amassed missing
language for friends relating
none of about-face role-playings
the unique told unsorted promaltodextrin removers in the
bath suite commonality of topic
redlined form as slaughterhouse
promontories addressed shoreline
pandering to adepts on heroic
volitionary surfeit gossamer
knots in thesauri not able to
starve ultrathins offering heat
and hospital focal ersatz
mutinous lozenges alert for
more light the wailing
light bulb giving lift held
prolated omission to serenity
after a walled-off refrain asks
movings throatless and
endlessly cut down gagging on

sputum and blood tissue in
arrangement those parcelings out
often safer nouns teeming struts
calculated to refer to only time
a dread sheep with handwriting
so impoverished containers full
of wanting backward moods
the trade of careerism nineties
of the first decade suddenly
sustained sustenance not a
hunger but less than one hundred
years planed of the strings
transmigrated into attraction
for flight seeming set rarely
evocation of gardenias and
bluebird as instinctual sudden
loss in green yellow orange
hear senses words and new
frictions preventing transit
of evidences heartily accumulated
a void ceilinged into remonstrance
too numerous as to endure in itself
slivers of shape selecting an as if
of whose proclivities purchase orbs
in farewell singularity of
signature heat sold too alliterative
denatured proclivities so uncritical
awash and away without repetition
the simplest things become complex

an enormous syrinx adapt on
sphinx-like far broken fraying
by the moment velocity slavish
incomplete assumption confused
rendering nameless aspirative of
whose selloff blots out thirst
and vantage-point two copies of
early light on the photography
sided patina compiler seen soon
as barbarian spirituality gossamer
children topped assumed sanguine
reentered prevention commercial
wavering null sets of selected
intentional business arrangements
which read aspire toxicology or logic
adumbrative literally how it
went down soft bloat another in
the striped aerial reunification
met in gaps of held siphons a
dossier's movements under
scars of the related-to when
simulacra no longer suffice
thanking of itemization where
philosophy can no lingering
control endgame summoned
as pervasive growth attributed
when from the start choices
present decisions calling out
decoys as the winsock bloat
offhand slivers in footloose

gambles afternoons without
caffeine thin milk solids coin
operated vendors starving
seen to practice appendectomies
without a license only shorn
a billions of rumorless trials
options sodom cannot replace
invoices ailing throughout
unfound as certitude develops
tones of neutral stickpins called
voodoo the museum of books
in an inner caveat blushing
brides petting dogs for gussied
focus grammars intemperate
as prevaricated non-readmission
found out when care is named
shoreline terms named umbrage
forced bilateral files pixilated
butter and bread ordered systems
water no karma widely data
luck in the shivers aptitude
midline stroked attempts on
entrapment released evaded happens
moving into backs on the chairs
who talk time toned at relatedness
of silk affable standardization what
does not pelt down rocks when acts
defined as universal treachery divide
sellings of deranged gathering-back
to agreed learning on theatrical

houses debutantes eliminated known
a telling spiral one motive
foreign to whose wooden leg
shape of teams devoted tonic as
cool harmonies deported around
rudeness and neuroticism
grown through by aum salted
in the eye and lost for a
greeting to midstream bundling
afterwards too denuded insoluble
pretension of stress and
dilemma moved into and through
awareness bleeding leave through a
precision mountain's climate
is not resting herein the space
doing itself fire in the millstone
on neck strung down ahead of
evocative anomalies prescient as
tornadoes gruesome or attempted
nervous stylism no forging
time gone contrasted returning
sporadic stilts evidentially
blurred by action proof within
a boundary riposte full of
items iota moving through
evasive natures literally simple
or once apparent sheepish
dullness attempted fomented pros
glance too apparent wilting

bravura mild risk adulterated
barter and when songs open
herding instincts the worlds'
rereadings as seen going and
coming into swat charts open
too magically rescued hospitality
an imaginary laugh not
saddled with possession where
ventricles goitered par excellence
evoke normalcy the gift of
return and advance upon
which active lessons in the
revolted precision next to
some wooden ear on loudness
influential striking ownership
hills told to be a thisness
launch pad attachment to one
milk-like trips on theocratic mending
genetics as preventably truculent
denatured open to lift no
hill of spokes heeled into grown
warps this one's ghost on
vacant reality ghosts those
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